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From the Editor's 
Desk: 

Welcome to the 100th year of the Wisconsin Engineer maga- 
zine. First published in 1896 by the students of the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, the magazine strives to give the stu- 

Y dents and faculty a chance to share in the progress made in 
the School of Engineering. From news on the latest technolo- 
gies and discoveries in the field of engineering to helping 
students understand the resources and opportunities avail- 
able on campus , the Wisconsin Engineer magazine has as 

strong tradition in passing along insightful knowledge to the 
oe students, professors and staff of this world class university. 
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Editorial 4 
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The Importance ‘ 

of Student oo | 
e e 3 ae - a Bi. “ 

rganizations wf & ‘ s 
3 a 

B 

Jon Furniss, Editor 

F or 100 years the Wisconsin Engineer magazine has graced the campus of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. It has 
provided information on all disciplines of engineering and has constantly strived to be an informative, thought 

provoking literary source. It has given many parties a forum with which to express their ideas, but more importantly, it has 
always been one of many vital student organizations. 

Student organizations, especially those found in the College of Engineering, play a tremendously important role in the 
development of any inspiring engineer. They offer opportunities that are not available elsewhere and they can help further an 
individuals education in ways normal classes can’t. 

All student organizations allow students to get involved. This may seem minor, but on a campus the size of Madison’s, being 
part a group can be very important. These groups give students the chance to meet others with similar interests and perhaps 
make long-lasting friendships. Even if this doesn’t happen, it is still a great opportunity to make many contacts that can either 
help you further along in your college career or in the “real world.” 

Student organizations can supply great experience. This can be seen in many forms from simply being part of a team and 
working on a project to being an officer and taking charge. Also, many organizations can help individuals develop skills they 
feel they are lacking or want to improve. The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, for example, is a terrific illustration of this. Any 
interested party can join and there are many choices available to them. They can develop better writing skills, learn how to 
prepare an intriguing lay-out or work on the business side of things. As with many of the organizations, it is exactly like 
running a small business complete with all the headaches and rewards. This not only offers experience that is not readily 
obtainable in the classroom, it looks great on a resume and can really give one an edge when it comes time to find a job. 

Leadership skills are also something that can be acquired from many, if not all, student organizations. In general, there are 
many officer spots available within each organization. These spots require an extra effort to do a proper job, but they can 
teach an individual about the importance of a job well done. The student learns what it feels like to accomplish difficult goals 
and they often become more confident with themselves and their abilities. This carries through into other aspects of their lives 
and will usually have a positive effect. 

Unfortunately, there are way too many organizations for me to list them here and I fear that if I were to try I would, without a 
doubt, forget many. Luckily, it’s not necessary. If you want more information simply look around and take a moment to read 
the postings, or talk to a dean or professor. There’s always something going on and remember, it’s never too late to get 
involved. 
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Jeremy Marwil, Editor 

The first issue of Wisconsin Engineer magazine, published in 1896, stated its purpose as the dissemination of engineering 

knowledge and experience to the students and faculty of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

One hundred years later, serious threats have been made by a radical individual, calling himself the Unabomber, against the 

scientific community and technological progress in general. The Unabomber does not feel mankind’s progress in science and 

technology has lead to a better world and wants society to revolt against the entire industrial and technological system. In 

particular, this individual has the wildly romantic notion of returning to a simpler time when society does not have be afraid 

of a technologically advanced world. Of course, he fails to realize that there is no going back to a previous time since technol- 

ogy is always forcing us to change our views and lifestyles. For better or for worse, advances in science and engineering in the 

last 100 years have changed our outlook on the world. But the Unabombers random and gruesome acts of violence against 

scientific academia raise an important questions to students of scientific disciplines. 

What can we, as engineers and the harbingers of technology, do to allay the fears of a society where scientific progress brings 

unforeseen changes? 

At the the Wisconsin Engineer magazine, we try to inform this campus as well as high schools in the state about some of the 

new technologies and innovations in the field of engineering. We give society a chance to weigh both the benefits and draw- 

backs of technology and let them make an informed decision for themselves. 

It has been the goal of this magazine, for the past 100 years, to give the students and faculty of this university a chance to read 

about advances made in the engineering field at the UW and how they have touched real people’s lives. 

Ironically, we live in the Information Age which allows access to worldwide information on the computer. Yet, a large 

percentage of adults do not understand computers or know how to use them. As a perk of this university, students and faculty 

have free access to computers where our thoughts and ideas can be sent anywhere in the world in a matter of seconds. But not 

everyone has the chance to listen. The Unabomber said no one listened to him, and as a consequence he said that, “in order to 

get the message before the public with some chance of making a lasting impression, we’ve had to kill people.” 

Have we done such a poor job of disseminating information to the public that the Unabomber is the backlash of society's fears 

against technology? 

I don’t think so. However, it does mean that the information we give to the public cannot just be placed on display, but that 

society must somehow identify and be able to incorporate the information into their everyday lives. 

At the Wisconsin Engineer magazine, the topics relate to the field of engineering, but any student of this University may 

contribute to the magazine. This allows the impact of engineering to be felt by others outside of the engineering campus. A 

tradition mentioned in the very first issue of this magazine. 

The Unabomber believes, “ science marches on blindly, without regard to the real welfare of people.” We at the Wisconsin 

Engineer magazine beg to differ and have 100 years of experience to back it up. 
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Engineering P f th 
Nineteenth Cent 

° By: J.L. Van Ornum, B.S. 1888, C.E. 1891 

stories in height was unusual; now a million tons per annum of iron and 
¢ This article first appeared in the sixteen-story building is not uncom- steel, whose services in the century’s 
December 1901 edition of The Wisconsin mon. The century has seen the chaise development are preeminent. 
Engineer . give place to the horse-car and this to 

the cable, and finally the electric car The electrical engineer, within the latter 
with its speedy service brings the office portion of the century, has developed a 

T he progress made in engineering _ within easy reach of the suburban field felt in all phases of practical 
during the nineteenth century, residence. progress, ranging from the inaugura- 

on the one hand, furnishes itself a tion of the telegraph of the mid-century 
reminder of its ultimate dependence The mine engineer has developed and the sub-marine cable of about forty 
upon mathematics and the sciences, es KAS AO to the enormous electric 
and, on the other hand, it attests the fact stations, furnishing power for our 
that its great and growing inspiration : ‘ expanding industries, turning night 
has been the welfare of all the civilized Then, a building into day in our cities and making 
world. A hundred years ago but little of 1 ‘ practicable the great development in 
engineering worth or prominence was three strories m electric traffic in urban districts, electric 
in existence; so little, comparatively, : elevators in our stores and electric 
that a glance at contrasting conditions height Was apparatus of infinite variety every- 
then and now will reveal striking ‘ where to minister to our needs and 

differences. unusual; now a comforts. Through the electric transmis- 
j sion of power has a vast field of 

A century ago traveling in its highest sixteen story industry been opened. Through all the 
development was limited on land to the : : ‘ ages had great water power been 
horse and coach, covering perhaps a building 1S not useless because of its remoteness, until 
wearisome fifty miles in a day; now a the development of electric machinery, 
day’s travel is eight hundred miles. uncommon. suited to the purpose, made practicable 
Then, a trip from New York City to the transmission of power, twenty, 
Philadelphia consumed as much time thirty, forty miles, with much greater 
and occasioned more fatigue than one methods and perfected details, until the distances in prospect. As indications of 
from New York to St. Louis now; or a total yield of mineral wealth now each the inevitable result, witness the busy 
journey then from New York to St. year exceeds a thousand millions of life in the new cotton mills of the 
Louis consumed the greater part of a dollars, while a hundred years ago it Piedmont regions of the Southern States 
month at best and was considered a was but a modicum. Copper has been or the quickened industries of the 
greater hardship that a journey to India __ needed for electric purposes and the Pacific coast. 
or China now. Then a wind furnished arts, and he has driven adits and shafts, 
the sole motive power for the hips of drifts and tunnels, until some regions The mechanical engineer had invented 
the ocean, and a voyage took as many are honeycombed in the search for the the steam engine before the beginning 
weeks as now it does days. A hundred metal to depths exceeding a mile. The of the century just closed, but its 
years ago the great canals were not same watchful enterprise characterizes development was crude, as shown by 
built (one making the route to India as the search for other metals. But by far the winding and pumping engines, the 
short as was formerly the distance to the most important products of the sun and planet, and beam engines 
the half-way point-the Cape of Good mine are coal, devoting over seven placed in South Kensington Museum to 
Hope); nor monolithic light houses hundred million tons a year to the illustrate the practice of that day, 
erected along the coasts for the safety of _ countless uses of commercial and engines which were then considered 
ocean voyagers. Then a building three industrial life, and more than seventy unusual if they developed one two- 
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hundredth part of the power of engines amount. Wrought iron was produced by _ possible the wide range in construction 

of today; while the total for the world is _ the Bloomery, Catalan or other crude in steel in all various branches of 

now not far from seventy million horse- _ direct processes, or by the direct open- engineering. Figures are wanting to 

power, which is greater than the hearth fineries of Sweden or Wales; and _ give the quantity of steel produced a 

average physical power of the total steel by Catalan, cementation or crucible century ago. It could not have ex- 

population of the world, even were it steel processes, likewise very expensive ceeded a hundred thousand tons, for 

possible to exert this power without and slow. At the present day we have, fifty years ago Sheffield, then the great 

cessation. And the engine is only one for the production of pig iron, blast steel-producing city of the world, 

instance of the unparalleled advance; furnaces a hundred feet high, costing manufactured about fifty thousand 

we should also mention such inven- seven hundred thousand dollars each; tons per year; and the cost of crucible 

tions and developments as the steel, made from Swedish 

cotton-gin and cotton-baling a a _ iron, worth seventy dollars, 

machinery, the gas and oil Pd a ae | [| was two hundred and fifty 

engines, the harvester, the — @ " Cone sae! Gn) |i Dani) dollars per ton. Now steel is 

sewing machine, the hydraulic jf 1 i |. ere =a | ra Cee | i Un , produced at less than thirty 

press and other labor-saving, re ; a 2 zl Ga yi ch, | an i] dollars; single steel firms 

epoch-marking machines of Bae | SN ne DSN aie ME: 1c sas produce millions of tons 

wide import and far-reaching jj A Sat cs Gee er - ae et gl each year, and the annual 

ignifi i inti a) Std rAd Bil . 
significance, like the printing Pg pa Ae A a 4 product of the world is 

press, capable now of printing, A i be . L 8 nearly thirty tons. To show 

folding and counting 1600 eer ON, La great growth of this 

eight-page newspapers per i % \ : } ¢ interest, Sir Henry Bessemer 

minute, where the hand-press Fi HOP eee un. § illustrated the total produc- 

acentury ago could make not fj a eee ae” a ham tion of Bessemer steel of the 

more than four or five impres- Ps fom ae ee ¥ world by saying that of the 

sions in the same length of er eB i product of a single month 

ume: Just your casual Sunday afternoon of studying (circa. 1900) Gale Eee del in 

The metallurgical engineer has diameter it would reach 557 

added his full share to the increased feet high. This illustration of the 

productive capacity of the world. A and for the finished product we have world’s production eight years ago is 

hundred years ago only a pitiful the puddling furnace (first introduced now equally applicable to the United 

modicum of iron and steel was pro- by Cort close to the end of the eigh- States alone, nor does it include the 

duced, and this with great expense and _ teenth century) producing malleable production of open-hearth steel, or 

almost infinite pains. The blast furnaces __ iron, the Siemens open-hearth and the wrought or pig-iron, the total for the 

then were about one-half their present Bessemer processes (developments of world approaching eighty million tons 

diameter and one-third the height, the last half-century) for the production _ annually. There is hardly any personal, 

producing perhaps five thousand tons of steel. These last two inventions mark municipal or corporate life, or hardly 

per annum, where furnaces now will the greatest advance ever made in 

produce thirty to forty times that metallurgical processes, and havemade see PROGRESS, page 14 

<<. 

Randall Tower, 1314 W. Johnson St. 
Madison, WI 53715 (608) 251-2936 
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The Road to the Dean's 

‘whee is no sense of place, nothing removed. This marked the first time England. 

distinctive about the engineering _ John Bollinger realized that students 

campus that says , ‘This is where could make a difference. Through all of his traveling, his path 

engineers work and thrive.’ " never led him far away from 

SS ENF yy” F the UW. He returned to 

This was the campus \~ a i SN SO teach in the M.E. department 

through John Bollinger’s RX OC a ra RO and eventually became the 

eyes during his collegiate Ce as Pe NC chairperson, even though his 

career. As a student, he was ~ — 3 ee ANS \ ~ heart was still in industry. 

a part of many organiza- a : - : ~ 

tions such as Polygon, ORY — Ss SKSES C NX In 1981, the UW Chancellor, 

Sailing Club, Expo 1955, and a <a ~~] rrving Shain, informed 

‘ ; ‘ ARAN SS : VRS : 
yes, the Wisconsin Engineer SAK I OS 2 WA Bollinger that he had made 

magazine. oe a << : S ww SN the short list of prospective 

John Bollinger believed i S BX a * | candidates for Dean of 

extra-curricular activities a Yy ~ a NI Engineering. Shortly 

were an integral part of life. LS eS <-*< CO thereafter, Bollinger was 
es ~~ | asked to take the position. 

Yet, being just a small part Re ~~ . . a 

of an organization was not od a s.. 8 \ ~~] After accepting the position 

for Bollinger since his goal ry ‘ . ro y SNS » as the Dean of Engineering, 

was something larger—to ce ae s ae meer 5, he still longed for industry. 
become a leader. He was a ~~ ee \ x ~ Bs ry SON > z During his early years as 

the president of Polygon ~~ ~~ . Ss oq - : |Z dean, Bollinger had his own 

and in 1957, the Associate Pe e a oN Sr ‘ ‘ © consulting company. Time 

Editor of the Wisconsin AS . 2 ae .. NS x g demanded that he relinquish 

Engineer magazine, to ECS —S cc oS So oe : ec ~ ~~ = the firm. He still did not 

name a few of the positions : Se eS — oe Ro A < [2 leave industry altogether. He 

occupied by the current i I was asked to reside on the 

Dean of Engineering. An active Dean Bollinger during his collegiate years. board of directors of several 
firms. It was through these 

He was never one to sit by endeavors that he was able 

and let things go undone. to bring corporate America 

For instance, during the early 50’s, the After graduating from Cornell Univer- to the college. Ideas such as Strategic 

site where the Engineering Research sity with a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engi- Planning and Total Quality Manage- 

Building now stands was a pile of coal neering, Bollinger’s future pointed ment were filtered down from industry, 

for the Physical Plant. Before summer toward corporate America. At this time, _ to the college of Engineering and finally 

vacation, Bollinger and some other Bollinger did not see himself staying in 

students put together petitions to have academia. Ironically, through the 

the pile removed. He took these persuasion of a professor, Bollinger 

petitions to the dean and the coal was found himself teaching inGermany and see DEAN, page 22 
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he first issue of the engineering building completed in By 1905, the College of Engineering was 
"Tivisconsin Engineer magazine in November 1900. Built for about expanding. Facilities were no longer 
1896 made a plea for an engineering $100,000, the new engineering building _ sufficient for the needs of the students. 
building. It stated, “The engineering was located on Bascom Hill just below 
department of the University of —_—$. 
Wisconsin is one of the best in the . 
United States and yet is without an Built for about $100,000, the new 
engineering building. Her facilities are . ‘ oy ve 
good, her courses are well developed engineering building was located on 
and some of them more advanced than ewe 
any other American university, yet all Bascom Hill just below North Hall. Today, 
three of the engineering departments : . 
are so crowded for room that an it houses the School of Education. 
engineeringibuilding is an.absoluterand) §==————————— 

PRISE RECESSIY North Hall. Today, it houses the School _ Thus, the engineering campus was 
The plea was answered with a new of Education. moved between Lakeshore and the 

main campus around 1909. However, 
the building on Bascom Hill 

oa 3 ‘ remained an engineering ea CE a Fen ee ee m wae a OE FER SEN re a oe a WR] building. 

bee iy V7 j pyr Y Lo eS Ss Raa In October 1910, the Wisconsin 
ee. Le Pei A Ts SET ¥ f) Engineer magazine featured an 1 wT ews a ; 8 8 
i hn apes {/ oS) a We ae article titled “New Buildings.” Pai Yass bh Nea ! jy) ae : ‘ i a he ee) ema | bal mee yd The article mentioned improve- 
P Ay i eel ee | Ot aes > 4 5 | ments being made to the old 
Nees i i ee gee PN Wie heating plant to remodel it into a 
ee Ls dn Ne Peo ae i ! { laboratory for mining engineers. 
ee TY, PV we r ‘as \ Se a é iy) Also, a wing was added to the 

é oat ya] eee AOA lea] | engineering building as well as en AY A ee | three large drafting rooms. 
ri y f - Ve re — PY i: ie : i |! an Na i Funding for new buildings on 
| weed eT } bebR far Peg ts Eee AN lan Nh ied fj the engineering campus was not 

ae | ee i ee WU 8 available until 1928. The first ee Se ee 3 oa fe ne 
mene eae ee ei 5 Lae .. major project was the construc- 

Peo iN en ee \ a. 4 
je c ae —a a =| a E = tion of the new mechanical / 
by i Bi ed! ae Sag: engineering building, which is 

i it a ey 2 still present today. The building, 
ae 2 completed in June 1931, is a 3 Pp 

; a 3 located near Camp Randall. This 
OER aes ae g marked the beginning of the 

_— relocation of the Engineerin 
The original Engineering Building on Bascom Hill is currently the home of the College to its current aa 
School of Education. 
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Engineering consisted of nine buildings 
———- Ser TEES — ee with the main engineering building 
ecg et Se bo Seas Jo Bi te hm |S “si facing Randall Avenue. Other build- 

Ee Oa, ee Bales oe Ba a ee ee | ings for mechanical, mining and 
Sd ae sagem LN —< oN a circ electrical engineering were placed on 

Pas RES ae ~<N a : % eee Li iia | University Avenue. Adjacent to these 
ee [a Pas ae SS Ba ieee eS were buildings for transportation, civil, 

Pi. es ae aL Pt oN a a4 hydraulic and chemical engineering, as 
b SS g - methyl t.>. ; be well as a materials testing laboratory. 
eee th meek 2b, PS ache: This plan was abandoned in favor of a 
H ty te. ae Ne TS ga , Axe few large buildings covering a smaller 
fay BG ; Ne a Ro EN ‘ ground area. 
Se eh UC ae ee < 
Loree Sw a a 

5 seit a oe gas Na The plans made for the nine buildings 

aS ; SS Be ae, were consolidated into a plan for one 
os ey aaa nl building, the present engineering hall. 

a SY mee: It wasn’t until 1948 that the reality of a 
Peal satis 2 e Pe say a new engineering building on the Camp 

a ; : i aa ., -E Randall site would could true. The 
: Gi Wg : Sed POT | Z engineering building was completed by 

} hel Ne Vidi 3 April 1951. 
i ei ee oa 4 a 

Completed in 1931, the Mechanical Engineering building and In the 70’s and 80's, the engineering 

its surroundings have seen many changes. campus expanded with the additions of 
. . . the Engineering Research Building, 

Controversy over the new mechanical the College Letters and Sciences. With Wendt Library and Computer Aided 
engineering building almost prevented —_ the outcome of WWI, the College of Engineering. 
its construction in 1929. Governor 
Kohler withheld his signature fron he kk": _—<—«—«—«—_—_—_—_— 

abprovaliof the buildings Witi the Controversy over the new mechanical 
plans already made, the funding 

approved, and construction ready to 7 7 ildi 7 ee Bad goveaoelleaitiren eck engineering building almost prevented its 
Ultimately, the project was approved 1 1 
and the mechanical engineering construction in 1929 
building was completed in 1931. TS 

The College of Engineering was moved _—_ Medicine expanded considerably, and More recently, the engineering building 
to its present location as a result of engineering was relocated. 
WWI. Engineering had been located 
between the College of Medicine and The ground plans for the College of see HISTORY, page 24 

SX BIE 
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T he Electronic Library at the updated monthly. The next Electronic Library heading is 

University of Wisconsin- “Worldwide Library Catalogues.” From 

Madison offers computerized access for The “Journal and Information Data- this heading, users can access informa- 

the entire library system. The system bases” provide listings for a variety of tion contained at libraries around the 

contains an on-line library catalog subjects. Users can search for journals 

known as MadCat, as well as journal located on campus by either subject or LSS —_— 

databases, worldwide library cata- title. This listing also includes books in Users can access 

logues and other gophers. Other medical physics, the Health Education . . 

campus information, such as library video and audio library, music re- information 

hours and proposed journal cancella- sources and photos from the State * 

tions, are also included. Historical Society of Wisconsin. contained at 

Another useful resource is UNCOVER, 1 ° b ° d 

Since 1976, MadCat has contained which lists citations for periodicals. 1braries aroun 

information about the holdings of more — Topics in UNCOVER are science, . 

than 25 UW-Madison campus libraries. _ technology, medicine, social science the world via the 

Included are periodicals (by title only), and humanities citations. Using these Wisconsin library 
audiovisual items, maps, musical listings, articles can be located on these 

scores, microforms and materials held particular subjects. catalogues, the 

by off-campus libraries. The system is 

CIC, from 
ea = Pee oa . 

ee Se Lig Washington and 

a | | Lee University and 

| [ Yaleinfo 

ce atl dian : 
reece rere Jal { ) world via the Wisconsin library 

ee ieee Looe tn ao 2 = catalogues, the CIC, Washington and 

Z ae oT. : : . od aE : Tee University and Yaleinfo. The 

ee on oe ee : : Wisconsin library catalogues collect the 
Pe ee E zy _ information from most of the Universi- 

s : ea ee aa Be = =| _ ties located in Wisconsin. The CIC is a 
: =’ shared resource among the Big Ten 

‘ = ae ; ==15 schools, the University of Chicago and 

ae eA va nee en AS = the University of Illinois at Chicago. 
1, ee ee) ye i << Gao E The most important benefit of the CIC 

_ ; system is that it allows interlibrary 
The Electronic Library: now at a computer lab or library near you. loans. The Washington and Lee 

University, as well as the Yaleinfo 
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listing, collect information from 

library catalogues worldwide. : ars oo 

The Washington and Lee listing oo bree an 

uses a search by location with | Ken Rouse, Head of the Chemistry _ Crossfire software allows a user to 

help files, while the Yaleinfo | Library, stated that additions are being __ search the Beilstein database by 
allows for a search by keyword. | made to the Electronic Library system _ structure, sub-structures and combina- 

that might benefit Chemistry and tions of over 300 numeric and text 
Yet another Electronic Library Engineering students. According to strings. Rouse explains "structure 

section provides access to other Rouse, "the Beilstein / Crossfire system searching is a very powerful search 
Gophers by geographical has just been added which makes technique that enables chemists to find 
location. The Gophers allow users | _chemical structure searching available information that is nearly impossible to 
to access college campus data- 3) academics atan affordable price." —_—_ find any other way." Now, the General 

5 P The Beilstein database contains = =—~—_—Library System pays an annual lease fee 
bases for library catalogues, Beaton oooh ae crichiroe. ¢ ' yey poy! . i _ information such as structures, prepara- that allows students and faculty to 
student or faculty information tion data, reactivity, chemicaland  _access the system via an IBM RISC 6000 
and general campus information. physical properties. It also provides computer located at DOIT. 
Locations included are Asia, “access to references fochemical = 
Canada, Europe, the Pacific, - literature published since 1779 for over Special thanks to Ken Rouse for his help 
South and Central America, and | 6 million organic substances. The _in obtaining information for this article. 

the U.S. A Gopher of note is the hr Lees 
Peripatetic, Eclectic Gopher. It Sa 

provides improved access to 

network information for both beginning _ particular, are making cancellations due 

and experienced users and is updated to increased journal pricing. Planned 
ona regular basis. cancellations, in most cases, are for system, go to your nearest computer 

journals with higher cost per use terminal or library. Access the system 

The UW campus library section values. At Wendt Library, journals with — via WiscINFO at CAE or the DOIT labs. 

provides information about the hours of a cost per use of $45 or more are being 

each of the campus libraries as well as targeted. Also available is an alternate 

events, such as workshops and tours means of accessing journal articles via Author Bio: Mike Harmeyer is a senior 

with their respective dates and times. A | Document Delivery Service to help in Chemical Engineering and wants to 

topic that has its own heading, but lists those who rely on cancelled journal be a hockey player when he grows up. 

information by library location, is the subscriptions. 

proposed journal cancellations. This 

section allows the user to find out By no means is this a definitive listing 

which journals or periodicals will no of all the information contained within 

longer be received at a specificcampus __ the Electronic Library System. In order 

library. Some of the libraries, Wendt in to learn more about the contents of the 
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e Engineering: Past, Present and 

T he future of engineering microwave radar and the nuclear bomb _ program and the Vietnam war pro- 

at UW-Madison and how it relates _ essentially established the need for vided the engines of growth for the 

to our society are important topics to engineering in the defense of our engineering profession. More recently, 

anybody interested in the field of country. After World War II we had the “the defense buildup of the 1980’s 

engineering. The field encompasses a cold war. We have uncertainty andsoI involved unprecedented expenditures 

wide range of ideas, products and think there is uncertainty in the role of in high technologies such as the stealth 

services. Everyone’ life is somehow engineers. That is, is there going to be bomber.” With this increased emphasis 

affected by what engineers do. this tremendous demand for engineer- on defense came an increase in the need 

ing in our national defense or is for engineers. “Things move in cycles. 

On this topic, I questioned UW- national defense going to be a lower You might get some period of layoffs 

Madison professor of electrical engi- priority because we are living ina along with new expenditures. It looks 

neering Dr. Paul Milenkovic, who came fortunately much safer world.” In other _ fortunate that we won the cold war. We 

to UW-Madison in January 1982 as an es §=— MAY NO longer be in this chronic 

engineer specializing in speech acous- wartime posture of chronic need for the 

tics. Paul says, “I rine the engineering We may no longer be kind of engineering breakthroughs to 

campus along with everybody else will in this wartime serve our military. There may be less 

have to deal with the long term changes demand for engineers,” Paul says. But 

in society. Demographics, changes in posture of chronic the military still remains a significantly 

the size of enrollment, the economy, . large employer of the nation’s profes- 

and in terms of what people’s eco- need for the kind of sional engineers. 

nomic, material and social needs.” % 5 

Milenkovic adds, “Until now the engineering On a related topic, MIT is surely 

direction of this campus has been one regarded as being the #1 ranked 

of growth, a growing student popula- breakthroughs to engineering school in the nation, 

tion, a growing demand for engineers, a serve our military. especially in the discipline of electrical 

growing demand in society for the engineering. This is important to the 

products, services and ideas that There may be less University of Wisconsin engineering 

engineers generate.It is most clear we system in that it gives us something to 

won't have the same kind of growth demand for benchmark the quality of our education 

and there is a great deal of uncertainty : on. Paul comments, “There is much 

whether there is a leveling off or even a engineer Ss discussion in our college meetings and 

decline in some aspects.” department faculty meetings about 

what the ranking of Wisconsin is, which 

Tying his ideas in with World War IL, words, engineering growth in this varies...and is not number one and 

the cold war and the decline of defense country was both initiated and sus- whether we should try to be number 

expenditures, Paul says, “since World tained by our national defense. Uncer- _one...What is often missing from those 
War IL, until the present day, growth in tainty, in fact, dominates the agenda of __ discussions is MIT is number one in 
engineering and engineering education engineering and our future as engineers part because of some historical and 
was determined by some important in today’s society. global forces which are well out of 
factors out in the world at large. control of any visionary here in this 
Physicists lay a claim to this, the After World War II, the Apollo space department.” Paul says that the ranking 
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of MIT was due in part, “to the crash responsibilities.” However, the job that a student just entering the job 

program to develop microwave radarin market is continually getting more market to possess an ability to work on 

World War II” and they have since competitive, and employers expect from —_ any given project from day one. These 

remained the preeminent engineering an education. are important issues for engineering 

school. In the political climate of and engineering’s future. 

cutbacks for funding the U.W. ECE Does the educational system need to 

department, Madison has little hope to change to reflect the new world? On this On another topic, computers in 

be number one anyway. However, with _ topic Paul suggests that, “the engineer- engineering have had a large effect on 

World War II as modern engineering ing school should give a general “take[ing] the drudgery out of engi- 

education’s stepping stone and because _ education so that the student is pre- neering work. Junior engineers are 

of the subsequent military need of a pared to work in a number of compa- going to be replaced by the software 

reliable microwave radar system, MIT nies or industries given the possibilities package... don’t think the computer 

was left as the number one engineering _ of layoffs or restructuring of defense or —_ packages will radically change the 

school by default. consumer needs.” This is exactly the curriculum.” Is this good or bad for 

uncertainty that engineers face. Specifi- engineering in general? Paul says, “I 

Focusing on UW-Madison, there was a cally, what better way to prepare think it’s good, because the individual 

large expansion of the engineering engineering students then to give them engineer will be more productive and 

campus following World War II. A the general tools that will give them the doing more of the theory that they’ve 

large number of professors were hired flexibility to survive in a constantly been trained for and less of the drudge 

in this time frame. Because of this changing work place. In this way, work and calculations.” The creative 

expansion, “we [Madison] have been engineers might not need to be tied to aspects of engineering are becoming 

hiring a great deal of replacements and _ the non-generalized and specialization more important and empowering 

since then it has kind of tapered off.” As _ of a focus that may or may not make through the use of computers. 

this generation of engineers retires, a them employable when they graduate. 

new generation of engineers must In contrast, the needs of industry along In conclusion, engineering has evolved 

replace them. This factor in hiring is with downsizing and consolidatrequire from its roots in World War II through 

probably the single largest reason to 

support engineering education. It is = : 

unclear when the next large demand for eo 

engineers will be. aN 
Y 

Along with the new generation of a ee 

professors, there are questions about ania 2 4 
changing the engineering curriculum. A 4 ii as 
largely diversified faculty, which ai Aye. re 
reflects the new emphasis on specializa- ae oe 

tion, gives a wide spectrum of radical i Z i ee Wi i ae 

and conservative ideas. With this new ao oe, i 

diverse curriculum, “it is perhaps : i a cS ed wig i 

holding students here much longer that : _— 2. 

four years. Diverse interests, thus x ed PS 

wanting to be represented, have created i | Pea || > 2 . 

a curriculum that in fact simply rere VA\\ - Ds Pp Reena nN 4 

contains too many credit hours for the , LT ee 3 
average student to handle in four years. Be ft ees ‘ ; CoN 3 
Only under the best possible circum- Tene DEPTS ‘& 

stances could a student graduate in four — - | tg ESSA 2 

years.” Paul goes on to say, “I person- ee : a ; Paes tac ae 

ally believe the number of credit hours —— ) i Seteeters i anes A : 
is still too large...[to get through in four = . a 
years] students would have to maintain | UW-Professor of Electrical Engineering Dr. Paul Milenkovic. 

an eighteen credit load, semester after 

semester, not taking into account 

financial needs and jobs and other see ENGINEERING, page 19 
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sixteen, eighteen or twenty stories, build an iron bridge whose length of 

PROGRESS from page 6 crowded with busy life and industry, as SPan was 320 feet. Thirty years ago the 
an enterprise of war or peace, that has well as to bear the weight of the walls magnificent steel-arch bridge of our 
not more or less closely connected with and the great wind pressures that such 
its development the use of this remark- high buildings ee SU 
able engineering material. and not only this, but he has so consid- : 

6 8 ered and controlled methods and oe .the crowning 

In the domain of the civil engineer materials in the design and in protect- 
progress is none the less marked. ing this all-important steel skeleton glory of the 

Within a score of years there has been from fire that the occupants are safer in 
developed the tall office and other them than in the older style of building. measure of 
buildings of the steel skeleton type, Steel bridges have had a longer reign, : 
where the engineer has had to design though less than forty years ago it was achievement thus 

the steel frame that it will support considered a very remarkable feat to far reached is that 

vam Er a [| i [a Ao its Inspiration 1s the 
LST) pat el i oS ° bn of 

AneAe Pee ele =| = welfare of the race 
Ll eG Swiagte (3 ¥- a ee Na a yo 

» ay Ww ) Va of 
: (Bs et : e os oN) si mu o ie | own city, consisting of three spans, with 
» Xe “A he B ea v4 SD ee ee the central one 520 feet in length, was 

» a Bae ie Si iis f re ie erected by Captain Eads. Twenty years 
ae Mie ‘ : : \ 2) ago the Brooklyn suspension bridge, of Wie ey ’ Nahe oe ' y} iP 8 

eras Mie Wh Fe a ee ‘ coy 1600 feet length of span, was being 
| \_ ae ae Wi [ \ A, constructed. Ten years ago the great 

‘oo Y Yi ' s i i} iy cantilever bridge across Frith of Froth 
ae Se i a was built, containing two spans of 1710 : : f | hi 8 P 

Ire | ae | ie ih feet each. And now there are plans, 
= las a ey pee mS perfectly practicable, for a suspension 

Uh ys mm 4 Ne ak ; 5 span of 3200 feet, to carry eight railway 
: tracks across New York harbor and to 

R. O. T. C. Signal Corps Work weigh between sixty and seventy 
thousand tons. In railway affairs the 
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engineer has perfected the problems of _ interior and build fleets of steel barges effect and value of this art pervade all 
transportation as we have seen, until that can withstand the sea, so that our lines of human interest and of contact, 

the total mileage of the century is great products can be sent without transship- _ whether following Macaulay’s idea of 
enough to girdle the world fourteen ment from our inland cities to the potentially bringing peoples nearer 
times. In questions of water supply and _ western coasts of the Americas. together or in the way (largely devel- 
sewage all our cities provide systems as Another product of the century of oped since his day) of rendering if 
a necessity, where a hundred yearsago _ significant import is Portland cement. possible to make life more thorough 
they were luxuries of the very few, and With the aid of the chemist this material and intense by the concentration of 
woefully inadequate at that; and the has been improved and made accessible _ power and of effort in great centers of 
engineer and the biologist have been that now the artificial stone made from _ activity, which is made possible by 
colaborers in developing successful it is most widely used and is superior to engineering structures and develop- 
methods of preventing danger of most natural ones. Furthermore there is _ ments such as towering office and 
contagion from these public utilities. the unequivocal indication that, in industrial buildings of the last score of 
Harbors and docks have been con- combination with the all-important years; the tremendous concentrated 
structed and improved consonant to the _ steel, many classes of structures of power in steam and electric machinery 
spirit of the age. Foundations for great superior characteristics will be de- of the present; the penetrating circula- 
bridges and towering buildings are signed. Already there have been built tion of life-bringing, waste-removing 
carried to depths requiring methods many steel and concrete bridges which water, ministering to our cities as does 
and inventions of particular resource- are a hundred feet in span and more, the blood to the body; and other 

fulness, including the famous pneu- and for the Memorial Bridge at Wash- examples of almost infinite variety 
matic processes. The development of ington, maximum spans of this con- which would cause amazement were 
hydraulic principles has made possible _ struction are planned at 192 feet each in _ they not so common now. 
a varied series of achievements of far- length; while the engineer who de- 
reaching significance. Irrigation signed it considered perfectly practi- The glory and the power of civilization 
enterprise, which had been dead for cable an alternative plan of similar of today result from the concentration 
centuries in its ancient home and was arches 238 feet in length. Arches of such __ of forces, both human and material, 

dormant even in India, has spread over _ majestic span are among the imminent commanding the resourcefulness of 
the arid regions of the globe and is constructions of the engineer. mankind, applying the principles and 
making oases of the waste places of the discoveries of pure sciences, and 
earth. In only two-thirds of the year one _A half-century ago Maculae said, developing the resources of nature for 
of the small canals of the century “Those projects which abridge distance _ this purpose; and such is the degree of 
transports merchandise of a greater have done most for the civilization and _ successful adaptation already achieved, 
value than have the imports of China, happiness of our species.” And yet, that the span of life of man potentially 
for which the great world powers are so _ since then, transportation facilities have surpasses the millennial existences of 
strenuously alert. The construction of increased many-fold, the first ocean legendary times. “Better fifty years of 
the proposed canal from ocean to ocean cable had not been laid, nor was the Europe than a cycle of Cathay.” And 
across Central America will bea telephone in use, nor other distance- the crowning glory of the measure of 

stupendous undertaking; humanity has —_ annihilating inventions made. The achievement thus far reached is that its 
never ceased to marvel because of the attainment of results both definite and inspiration is the welfare of the race. 
great pyramids, and they have always valuable has been in constantly 
been considered one of the wonders of accelerating ratios through all the broad 
the world; but, reckoned at the present field of endeavor which marks the 

cost of casonry, a dozen such pyramids —_ domain of the engineer, viz., the 
could be built for the expense involved ‘direction of the great sources of power’ 
in the Nicaragua Canal. And when it and the development of the boundless 
shall be built the engineer may well resources of materials in nature to the 
improve the great waterways of the use and convenience of mankind. The 

) 
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Congratulations 
Three students of the University of Wisconsin-Madison College of Engineering were 

awarded $1000 scholarships for their outstanding performance while employed at Kohler 
Company. 

Peter Cooper, Steven Vasatko, and Mark Mastalski are each recipients of the Co-op/ 
Intern Scholarship for their work in the College Co-op Engineering Program at Kohler Com- 
pany. 

Nice Job! 
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Engineering In Spain: A 5 
Diff t Kind of L 

i a ganga se forma enelescorial I whispered to Jed. American students among several 
que sale del horno alto”, thousand Spaniards. 

declared the professor standing at the “About every fourth word”, he sighed. 
head of the room. Three semesters before that in February 

We shrugged our shoulders, looked 
Jed and I looked at each other in fright. down at our own blank sheets Of paper, a 

We looked around. Every single head picked up our pens and tried to scribble 
was staring straight into their papers, something intelligible. No semester at 
every pen writing faster than we could 
process what we heard. Again we The adventure was just beginning. For home can come 
exchanged bewildered looks, as the the next five months I would attend ° 

professor rattled on. engineering classes at La Escuela close to teaching 
Superior de Ingenieros Industriales. It is 

“El escorial tiene elementos de.....” the main branch of the Polytecnical what one semester 
University of Madrid, Spain, known as 

“Do you understand what he’s saying?” —_La Polytecnica. Jed and I were the only abroad can 

; ce 
Ae eee of 1995, I sat at a general information 

“Nd A meeting of the COE International 
HR ae | Engineering Program. A girl spoke of 
a “ee r her experience studying in Germany. 

; we fi | Another spoke of working in 

suasemmasmiers psy se 7" Vie Ls } Feandinavia fer a summer As Isat 
Mimm@erta.. 7, 4/7) (fi ib Ba L | istening to them, waves of excitement 
ma ee) ai h J L > a a rushed b esuek my mind. “Is this 
as 00Cté«~ Ce a le possible?” I wondered. 

a 5 ah an aS a | 
[A Ei Re (Re AS Ce eel The idea began to bloom at the start of 

r ’ ’ Ba ey ae ec t woe . . Ee PY 7B ri Fé. Te 5s a my junior year, with a desire to do 

3 p wm ae 2 ae iy Le z CY: something different, to look beyond the 

| G Se ) ae ee coal | =a usual path of engineering education. 
i : 4 A » i wd . ee Chance led me to notice the Interna- 

es tm io i... tional Engineering Information sessions 
SSScaamem ge | ar \ A] te. fl ted ‘a A = a eee yers posted around campus. 

ie ee 4 ee “| ee sci 3 _ conversation with a friend who had 
= I i ry r | Pp —St—<—tstSC<dCS- spent. yeearr in Spaiin enforced the seed 

eC te } ~~. _}8 of anidea. Soon I found myself at the 
eee ew ys a “3 a 5 ~~. % informational meeting. 
oe ome bie 8 Oe Cr ree e 
ae ea 3 . ¥ ; Inever thought studying abroad as an 

UW students Liz Zilist (far right) and Jed Vonhiemburg (center) stand with — engineering student was possible. I 
their ME class during one of the class field trips to a power plant in figured Engineering is hard enough in 

Northern Spain. English. Studying it in another lan- 
guage would be impossible. Then I 
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heard the stories at that information Twelve hours later we landed in myth from Speedy Gonzales cartoons. 
session. It began to seem more realistic. | Madrid. A short time we were to wind 
Gradually the idea grew and the up half way across the world. The observations were endless. Quickly 
‘something different’ began to take we learned the obvious differences in 
shape. Next thing I knew, | was sitting A world of Spanish bombarded us as everyday life, as well as in engineering 
at the International Engineering office we took our first steps off the plane. school. The Escuela Superior de 
saying to Professor Thomas Chapman, The taxi ride brought us to the wrong Ingenieros Industriales is a massive 
head of the International Engineering side of the city; a perfect opportunity to _ building that stands on La Castellana, 
Program, “Yes, I would like to study try out our Spanish in a desperate one of the main streets in Madrid. 
Mechanical Engineering in Spain!” attempt to find our new homes. Within the walls of this beautiful 

The wheels began to turn. Professor cr SE a ae 
Chapman found several contacts in 6 es - Pele 
Spain who could accept me into their a 5 eens 4 q eH s 

engineering programs. We looked a ga Wr 1 AR ae 

various school curriculums and igh ates a ny oa oe ee i), Mee eee : 
narrowed the search down to Madrid. | | 2 eee a, | Layee ee iat 
The next year was full of cross conti- te a fae es St Ve 
nental communication, faxes, planning : ws “ ae Re Le 7 ‘ 

and hoping. While I worked with the j ho an yr 3 ae 
International Engineering office making oe > ie oe Ae ae oe ° 
all of the arrangements, the semester Petco eae " a : si 
abroad still seemed like a distant idea. : A UY eT ee 4 ‘ : 
As time passed and more details fell cs ; a eS os ee ee ee 
into place, the reality of what I was Cee | . ae 
about to step into drew closer. a | 3 : : 

| 3 s } 
} : 

After three semesters of planning, I said ae = . q S| 

farewell to my family and stepped on to fe pes eg) aay Ch |. ie > ee a 
a Delta flight bound for Madrid, Spain. a Bons : = a _~ ee se | 2 
On the plane I met Jed Vonheimburg, Phd — x) — <7? me in Leis 8 

another ME student from Madison who [4 pele n See Ua nec cs a all 2 
had make the same seemingly crazy SEER 
decision that I had. From behind the trees lining La Castellana, a central street in Madrid, peeks 

the Escuela Superior de Ingenieros Industriales. 

It was neither the We learned the hundreds of streets of structure Chemical, Mechanical, 

Madrid by wandering, with only Jed’s Electrical, and Construction Engineers 
cars nor the compass and a map in hand. Every work for years to earn their degrees. 

. corner offered a new sight — rows of Engineering school lasts six years. Most 
Spanish food that I balconies, bars and cafes at every step, students finish in eight. After officially 

‘ waves of well dressed people on the graduating, students have to doa year 
found innately move. As typical newcomers, we long project within their field of 

: compared everything to home. engineering. different from ne necting 
. “The cars are smaller.” The first three years of school cover the 

America. It was general courses, which range from basic 
‘ “The streets have huge sidewalks.” calculus to thermodynamics. In the 

the attitude, the fourth year students choose their 
. . “People seems to walk everywhere.” specific engineering fields. With a field 

philosophy of life a graduating class stays together from 
“More cafes on the streets.” the fourth year until graduation. They 

that struck me have class in the same room with the 
TTT _ “More bars.” same classmates all day, all year, while 

professors come to them to give 
“What will it be like?” “More ice cream stands.” lectures. Classes are not chosen. They 
“T have no idea.” 

“The stores close from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 
The plane flew over the Atlantic. p.m. for siesta.” No, siesta is not just a see ABROAD, page 20 
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little because of the far reaching engineering. If one thing can be said, it 

ENGINEERING from page 13 diversity of new opinions being lobbied __is that the future of engineering and our 

for and the subsequent lack of enough evolving society’s needs for engineers is 

credits to fill them with. In addition, the quite uncertain but is sure to be 

the Apollo space program, the Vietnam —_ introduction of computers as a toolhas _ exciting. 
ee 

The engineering school should give Author Bio: 
. . Rob Nelson is an ECE junior who 

a general education, so that the student is __ tansferred this semester from UW- 
ie . Green Bay. Green Bay is the proud 

prepared to work in a number of Companies _ home of the Weidner center, the 
: : : Wee: UWGB Phoenix and the G: B 

or industries given the possibilities of layoffs pac. 

or restructuring of defense or consumer needs 

war and finally the cold war. The empowered the engineer to do fewer 

curriculum of engineering, along with drudge calculations and focus more on 

the new slew of professors, has changed _ the meaningful, creative side of 

onal ; 
Ages pan 

‘ a. a ka 8 

a a ie : lox 5 
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The military has always had a high demand for engineers. 
nS 

“Where all our clients are giants” 
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lorious day when we could manage to _ students fail about half of their exams. 
ABROAD from page 18 tke an ith lecture of notes on ay The end of June brings a second chance. 
—— Own. They were not as complete as Any failed exam can be retaken without 
are mandated. Electives do not exist. those of our Spanish friends, but it was _ penalty. And if this is not enough, 
Neither do discussions. Few textbooks definite progress. September brings exam time, ‘take 
are used. Homework is unheard of; three’. Students who failed their exams 
midterms are rare. Most classes last all As the semester moved on we got into in June Are sentenced to study over the 
year, with the entire grade riding ona the Spanish university routine. By 8:00 summer in order to give it one last go in 
final at the end of each semester. Their a.m. every morning we were in class. September. The multitude of students 
daily learning process consists of very By 2:30 p.m. we were 
careful note taking. out. As foreign hs P. Tl 

students, ous loads - es Zs) pe Ld Bs 
Our first week of school was shocking were lighter than c : WY Gs ca # me 
time. those of our Spanish : y ian . ‘¢ 

classmates. All eee hal Bh ae c ‘ 
“ American professors don’t speak that foreign students in ft See iq [ noe 
fast,” we insisted to each other as we the school receive free reat | Be " 
scrambled to understand fragments of lunch in the cafeteria. ih g ar 
the lectures. “I suppose at home we just __In Spain lunch is the ve | ee os | 
don’t notice”. biggest meal of the 1 f 7 e | i J 

day; it is almost an s (f- } 
Gradually, we became more accus- event. Though the | mi Po pe | % 
tomed to hearing the language and cafeteria food did not ' ye om co 
began to pick up the local expressions. dojustice toSpanish iam pS a id Le 
Though Jed and I had studied Spanish Cuisine, lunch was a dl ow Bi DY Pes 4 
for about five years, complete immer- good time to kick 7 a eee : 
sion in a world of native speakers bore back and enjoy the i bree Sees: aan 
not even the slightest resemblance to company of other % Se aes 

foreign students. We ee a Ee 
found we were the 1] fj Y Oe ge eat | : . a \ 3 , | ee . only Americans in the » I _ L ae 

While here many company of Italians, a | ia Sc | 
British, French and — . a a se sia 

professors base  Germanexchange oF 4 or 
. students. After lunch | v i yy i 7s their classes on a tretraditionisto = F a ith |, 

movetothebarfora | r ft UW Jt) 2 
bell shaped curve, strong coffee and — i” — meee 4 : I 3 

. ° ° conversation. i -- - Boe 18 
In Spain the idea Naturally, accepting eee ee etal 3 

oO f th e curve i Ss sera ole im Jed and Liz takea break from their studies on 
the streets on Madrid. Jed and myself. 

unheard of 
——__— Soon May approached, and with the failing exams in no way reflects the 

end of May came that time dreaded by _ capacity of the students. Rather it is a 
Spanish class! every Spanish student — exams. At ensue of a very different philosophy. 

Polytecnica, exams did not last a mere While here many professors base their 
The first three months of the semester week, but rather an entire month! classes on a bell shaped curve, in Spain 
did not involve much engineering Classes end in mid May. Exams start in _the idea of the curve is unheard of. A 
work. We went to class and borrowed June. For weeks students spend each large percentage of students in every 
notes from newly made Spanish friends day at the library, systematically class is expected to fail. Otherwise the 
to fill in the large gaps in our under- learning and memorizing the past class is considered too easy. Coming 
standing. Our focus was on under- semester. The university education in from our American system, we devel- 
standing as much of the lectures as Spain involves a much larger amount of _ oped much respect for the students 
possible. And I had thought that theory than ours, and much less who go through that type of system 
understanding lectures in Madison was practical application. without getting discouraged or quit- 
tough! ting. But the Politecnica prides itself in 

The first set of exams occurs during the raduating only the best and the 
After about six weeks we reached that first half of June. On the average, toughest Spake that Spain has to 
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offer. to. Yet something felt different. stands clearest to me. Of all the risks 

that I have taken in college, of all the 

While the school system surprised us in Only after several months did the challenges that I have accepted, from 

one respect, the people surprised us in underlying differences in our societies choosing engineering as a major to 

another. Being the first Americans to become clearer to me. It was neither the _ internships and leadership positions, 

have ever studied at the Politecnica, we __ cars nor the Spanish food that I found none have had such an impact as this 

found ourselves in a sink or swim innately different from America. It was _ one. Learning that there are other ways 

situation. No precedents had been set the attitude, the philosophy of life that of doing things and of living life is 

for us, no guidelines given. Initially we struck me. As we rush through our something that no class can teach. There 

were lost in a sea of people who knew days filled with endless tasks and are no textbooks that can challenge our 

what they were doing, but the Spanish insufficient time, the Spanish live out ingrained ideas of how life should be. 

character did not let that last long. By theirs with an inherent love of life. They Only living in a different society can do 

the third day of class we had met work as we do, study hard as we do, that. It does not shatter ideals or negate 

classmates who offered us their class and fulfill the daily responsibilities of our ways. Rather, it gives us the 

notes in lecture, and invited us to join life. Yet in their days they find the time knowledge to be better at living, 

them out on the weekends. They were whichever society we may end up in. 

full of questions about our world and a 

explanations about theirs. No one ever ; 

minded taking the time to explain To have lived No semester at home can come close to 

things, to rephrase chunks of conversa- teaching what one semester abroad can. 

tions that we could not grasp or to a completely As engineers at the UW-Madison, we 

simplify their speech to our level. The . . have a very unique opportunity to reap 

people we met worked hard, yet really different lifestyle the most out of being abroad. The 

put a great importance on enjoying life. ; International Engineering Program 

This attitude was seen in the lifestyles gives the person places individuals on their own in 

of the young and old alike. Most every foreign schools, giving us the chance to 

Spaniard could be regularly found in an we are afterwards become completely immersed in the 

outdoor cafe chatting over an espresso x culture and the people of a different 

with a friend, or taking walks along the an immense edge country. In comparison to a regular 

store lined streets of the city. On study abroad program that sends large 

weekends it was common to see over the person We _ groups of Americans to study and live 

couples and families if cafes at mid- together, International Engineering 

night. Youth, ourselves included, were were before provides a much more demanding and 

found in the bars and discotecs until the }§—=————————__ rewarding experience. The gain is 

rising of the sun, and later. A typical tremendous on the personal and even 

way to end a weekend night was overa _ to take longer lunches, to meet friends the professional level. To have experi- 

breakfast of ‘churros’, a Spanish type of __ in cafes, to end off the evening with enced another culture is always valued 

fritter, and a rich, thick hot chocolate. family strolls. The days in Spain hold in today’s society. To have seen 

the same 24 hours, yet they are used engineering in another language and 

The openness of the Spanish people quite differently by many. The race they society gives a graduating student a 

amazed me. As I struggled to hurdle run is a calmer one. It holds less very special edge over his or her peers. 

the language barriers and adapt to their competition and more camaraderie. It But most of all, to have lived a com- 

world, they held their arms open and shows in their warm smiles, their close pletely different life style gives the 

guided the way. friendships, and their general openness —_ person we are afterwards an immense 

They welcomed us into their social towards others. Indeed there are edge over the person we were before. 

groups and made us feel like long time economic differences that result directly 

friends. from this way of life. Less material 
wealth abounds in Spain. Life styles do | AUTHOR BIO: 

At first, the basic elements of life in indeed have trade-offs. The question After the illustrious days of editing 

Madrid seemed fairly similar to home. becomes which trade-offs are worth- the Wisconsin Engineer, Liz Zilist 

Certainly the cars were smaller, the while. took off for Spain. Now, as she jumps 

streets were more crowded, the food backs into the reality of engineering 

and people had a distinct style. Butina I have learned many things in that life in Madison, siestas and flamenco 

large city like Madrid, everyone incredible land of which I was a guest music still ring in her head, bringing 

appeared to follow a routine much like for six months. I met a people very new happy memories and a desire to 

ours. The Spaniards went to work in to me, a culture whose riches are return. 

large office buildings, attended school measured not in stocks or cars, but in 
in large universities, drove to the stores, people, laughter, friendship and pride. 
dressed well and went to the same As | try to incorporate those lessons 
McDonald’s and Pizza Huts that we go into my life here at home, one thing 
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Engineering (COE) is constantly Mall provides a connection to the rest of H 

DEAN from page-7 improving and has a good reputation as _ the campus via Henry Mall. 
a national competitor, especially in 

down from industry, to the college of research. Engineering Mall is just the start of the 
future for engineers here at the UW, 

under the guidance of Dean Bollinger. 
Ty. DL Po It is a visual aid to show that engineers 
He Was not one to sit by and let things are an integral part of this campus. 

d Engineers are now certainly on the 
go undone ‘campus map,’ and do “work, create 

and thrive” on this campus. 

Engineering and finally to the whole 

university. Bollinger has instituted many ideas Author Bio: 
about excellence in teaching, research Ryan Mathus is a junior in Electrical 

Since 1981, Bollinger has attempted to and technology transfer. He changed Engineering praying that he will 
give engineers and their campus a Johnson Drive to Engineering Drive, graduate in this lifetime. 
“sense of place.” The Campus of and due to their alignment, Engineering 

errr 
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Faculty Profile - Nick Hitchon 

E lectrical Engineering grants available today, research has to because they have the ability to use 

Professor Nick Hitchon began be important and related to the needs of _ sophisticated computer programs. 

teaching at the UW-Madison 13 years industry. Today, research must produce Computers allow us to kill a lot of birds 

ago. Hitchon, who currently teaches results immediately if it is to remain with one stone. Our computer pro- 

ECE 320 (Electrodynamics), is the funded.” grams have to be useful in research, in 

graduate chair of the ECE department the classroom and to companies who 

and is the head of computer modeling Professor Hitchon warned under- are our customers.” 

research at the Engineering Research graduates to find an area of 

Center for Plasma-Aided Manufactur- engineering that is going to stand the Professor Hitchon is one of the 

ing. test of time. “Don’t let yourself stars of a documentary that follows 

become obsolete,” says Hitchon. He the lives of fourteen children from all 

Born and raised in Yorkshire, added that,” engineers have to be able walks of life. The documentary started 

England, Professor Hitchon when he was seven 

received a eo years old and is shot 

degree in physics and got his ‘ iid every seven years. 
Doctorate in Philosophy in ie Professor Hitchon 
engineering science from eae ' van explained the purpose 

Oxford. After graduation, he fa. ae = a of the documentary 

worked in a government : a ae oe q - was to examine 
research lab in England doing gq _ oe whether people 
plasma theory in support of a ne = aes © my change from the time 
large plasma experiment. At Sk 2 _ f that they are children 
the same time, he waited for oe: _s. . oe x. e “al : until the time they are 

his green card to come : os — \ adults. The producers 
through. liga ” wy _ thought that the 

- aoe 8 i fourteen children 
Professor Leon Shohet, a ys ee. . 7 ae y would essentially not 

future chair of the ECE eS Fe oa Ns De change their entire 
department, ee ped Moen ae lives. Hitchon went 
convinced Professor Hitchon ee a ie on to say, "One time I 

to come to Madison after tae eae 2 2 : / told the producers that 

meeting him at Oxford. — eS pea Ee ' I was interested in 
Hitchon praised the ECE Taos : ss i rockets. This should 
department here at Madison eo \ : ee ! have alerted them that 
for having,’a very profes- = - I was not likely to 

aon fe Oe eee ime Aside from spending time on his interest in rockets, F rnecduasne I 

understand what they are Professor Hitchon is the graduate chair of the ECE helped prove thei ef 

teaching. Everyone in the Department. theory. I haven’t 
department tries to go the changed much, I’m 

extra mules to solve problems today and twenty rockets.” still'interested.in 

Professor Hitchon gears his years:fromunow: 

research to the needs of industry, but Professor Hitchon also stressed the Author Bio: Jamie Jankowski is a 

tries to do significant theoretical work im wen e of computer literac junior majoring in Electrical and 

as well. According to Hitchon, “With among engine HOur cusaents ae Computer Engineering and has just 
the limited number of government able to solve new types of problems completed an internship with Kurz 

Electric Service in Appleton, Wisconsin. 
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HISTORY from page 9 Throughout the past one hundred 
— i §£_ KX years, the Wisconsin Engineer maga- Jennifer Schultz is a freshman who 

zine has documented the changing hopes to study chemical engineering. 
engineering campus. While many of the All her teachers told her to go into 

was remodeled into Engineering Hall. buildings, such as Mechanical Engi- communications, but she chose 
The construction was completed in neering have not changed, the engineer- _ engineering. 
1993. Engineering Mall, the area in ing campus has expanded. Although 
front of Engineering Hall, and the engineering has been a constant part of 
Descendant’s Fountain were dedicated the UW, it is contrasted with the ever 
to the College of Engineering October changing and evolving world of 
21, 1994. engineering and technology. nee 
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Just One More 

Top 20 Engineering Terminologies 

1. A Number of Different Approaches are Being Tried — We are still peeing in the wind. 

2: An Extensive Report is Being Prepared on a Fresh Approach to the Problem — We just hired three kids 

fresh out of college. 

3. Close Project Coordination — We know who to blame. 

4. Major Technological Breakthrough — It works okay, but it looks very hitech. 

iB: Customer Satisfaction When Delivered Assured — We are so far behind schedule that the customer is 

happy to get it delivered. 

6. Preliminary Operational Tests Were Inconclusive — The darn thing blew up when we threw the switch. 

Ts Test Results Were Extremely Gratifying — We are so surprised that the darn thing works. 

8. The Entire Concept Will Have to be Abandoned - The only person who understood the thing quit. 

9. It is in the Process — It is so wrapped up in red tape that the situation is about hopeless. 

10. We Will Look Into It — Forget it! We have enough problems for now. 

11. Please Note and Initial — Let’s spread the responsibility for the screw up. 

12. Give Us the Benefit of Your Thinking — We'll listen to what you have to say as long as it doesn’t 

interfere with what we’ve already done. 

13. Give Us Your Interpretation — I can’t wait to hear this bull! 

tia. iL 
14. See Me or Let’s Discuss — Come into my office. I’m lonely. a go) ee iia 

Wad * ns See CaS 

15. All New — Parts not interchangeable with the previous design. |gaaam &, “ ~ ae 

16. Rugged — Too heavy to lift! ee CD. 4 
» 

17. Lightweight — Lighter than Rugged. lest ae. Foy) 

Ee ee 
18. Years of Development — One finally worked. - : HEADED 

PROM, 
19. Energy Saving — Achieved when the power switch is off. 2 La 

< y , 

20. Low Maintenance — Impossible to fix if broken. <r see i 8 
, ‘ a= 

hates Set rs a 

— Author Unknown ra = os Ea] 
tie ee 
be tea: ae 
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